Abstract-The paradigmatic view where information is seen as a more fundamental concept than the laws of physics leads to a different understanding of spacetime, where the causal order of events emerges from correlations between random variables representing physical quantities. In particular, such an information-theoretic approach does not enforce a global spacetime structure. By following this path, we conclude that perfect signaling correlations among three parties are possible which do not obey the restrictions imposed by global spacetime. We show this using a recent framework based on the sole assumptions that locally, quantum theory is valid and random variables can be described by probability distributions. Our result is of zero-error type and can be seen as an analog to a tripartite appearance of quantum non-locality which manifests itself by satisfying a condition with certainty, whereas the same is impossible for any local theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
Violations of Bell's inequality [1] together with the existence of free randomness refute local realism-measurable quantities of quantum systems do not have locally predefined values. To approach the problem of time, and to ultimately merge quantum theory and general relativity, this nonexistence of predefined values was applied to the causal order of spacetime events [2] . In the recent framework of Oreshkov, Costa, and Brukner [3] , no predefined causal order is assumed between experiments performed by different parties. This relaxed setup allows for more general correlations. In particular, they derive a causal inequality for two parties, violated by correlations that could not have been achieved using a predefined causal order. Interestingly, this inequality has the same bound as Bell's inequality and is violated up to the same value as the maximal quantum-mechanical violation of Bell's inequality [4] . It has been partially proven that the achieved violation of the causal inequality [3] in indeed maximal [5] . This similarity suggests a strong relation between non-locality, i.e., violations of Bell's inequality, and indefinite causal order.
This relation motivates us to study correlations with no predefined causal order between three parties. As pointed out by Greenberger, Horne, and Zeilinger [6] , [7] , deterministic non-local correlations of binary variables are possible for three parties or more. Here, we tighten this relationship between non-locality and indefinite causal order by showing its analog: Deterministic signaling correlations with indefinite causal a y (a) Signaling from a to y depends on properties of a spacetime structure (here, signaling only into the future light-cone). a y (b) Signaling from a to y depends on the intrinsic property that a is free (no assumption of spacetime). This result is elaborated after a discussion of causal order, followed by a description of the framework for indefinite causal order [3] . We show the result in two steps. First, we present tripartite games and calculate the winning probability under the assumption of definite causal order. In a next step, we show how the games are won with certainty using the mentioned framework.
II. DEFINITE AND INDEFINITE CAUSAL ORDER
Physical quantities are described by random variables equipped with spacetime locations. The locations specify when and where the variables are drawn. Signaling from one location to another is then expressed by correlations among the respective variables. However, correlations are merely a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for signaling. To obtain signaling correlations, one of the correlated variables needs to be chosen freely. This introduces the missing asymmetry and specifies the direction of signaling. Usually, an underlying spacetime structure, e.g., relativistic spacetime, is assumed, and based on that, free choice is defined [8] , [9] (see Figure 1a) .
Here, the often implicitly made assumption of a global spacetime is dropped. Spacetime rather emerges from the observed correlations. So, we cannot use its features to define free choice. Instead, free choice is an intrinsic property of the random variables (see Figure 1b) . This alternative approach follows the trend of placing information theory as fundament for physical theories [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] .
A party A has a local time t A and is equipped with a set Γ A = {(X i , Ω i )} I of random variables X i with respective sample spaces Ω i . Note that for all i ∈ I, the probability P (Ω i ) is unity. We use the event Ω i to define the local time t A i , that is, the random variable X i takes a fixed value at time t A = t A i . Thus, the set Γ A is totally ordered. The properties of a totally ordered set are 1) antisymmetry, i.e., for all i and j, if X i X j and X i X j , then X i = X j , 2) transitivity, i.e., for all i, j and k, if X i X j and X j X k , then X i X k , and 3) totality, i.e., for all i, j, either X i X j or X i X j . Note that totality implies reflexivity, i.e., for all i, X i X i . We say a random variable X i is in the past of a random variable X j , denoted by X i X j , if and only if t
Assume for simplicity that no two random variables take a fixed value at the same local time, i.e., for all i = j, we have t
Let us introduce a second party B with a local time t B and a totally ordered set Γ B = {(Y j , χ j )} J of random variables Y j with respective sample spaces χ j .
We do not assume a global time. Thus, the local time t A of A cannot be compared to the local time t B of B. Nevertheless, we can causally order the random variables of A and of B. For that purpose, we use the notion of free choice: If a random variable X i is free, then it can only be correlated with random variables in its causal future. We say a random variable X i is in the causal past of another random variable Y j , if and only if X i and Y j are correlated and X i is free. As above, we denote this by
Y j , if and only if X i and Y j are correlated and Y j is free. If X i and Y j are either not correlated or they are correlated but none of them is free, then X i and Y j are said to be separated, denoted by X i ≺ Y j . Due to this last property, a causal order does not satisfy totality, but remains reflexive, and thus is a partial order.
Currently, we are aware of two definitions for definite causal order. We call a causal order convex-definite, if and only if it can be expressed by a convex combination of partial orders. Another definition [18] , which we call adaptive-definite, is a convex combination of partial orders, whereas each party can arbitrarily choose the causal order between the parties in its causal future. If a causal order is neither convex-definite nor adaptive-definite, then we call it indefinite.
III. FRAMEWORK FOR LOCAL QUANTUM MECHANICS WITH INDEFINITE CAUSAL ORDER
The framework for local quantum mechanics with indefinite causal order by Oreshkov, Costa, and Brukner [3] models correlations between parties that do not share a global time. It unifies no-signaling and signaling correlations. In quantum mechanics, no-signaling correlations arise by local measurements on a shared quantum state, and signaling correlations arise by encoding information into a quantum system that subsequently is sent to another party via a quantum channel. This framework models a party as a closed laboratory with a local time. Each laboratory is opened once allowing a quantum system to pass. During the passage, the quantum system undergoes a quantum-mechanical evolution chosen by the party.
The assumptions of the framework are 1) free choice, i.e., variables can be intrinsically free, 2) closed laboratories, i.e., a party can only receive a bit during the single opening of the laboratory, and, 3) local quantum mechanics, i.e., quantum mechanics is valid inside the laboratories.
Consider the bipartite case with parties A and B. Let the variables of A be {a, x}, where a is free. The variables of B are {b, y}, with b being free. Denote the input, respectively output, Hilbert space of A by A 1 , A 2 . Analogously, the input/output Hilbert spaces of B are B 1 , B 2 . Using the Choi-Jamiołkowsky (CJ) representation, we can express the quantum-mechanical evolutions as objects on A 1 ⊗ A 2 for A, and on B 1 ⊗ B 2 for B. The most general quantum-mechanical evolutions are described by completely positive (CP) tracenonincreasing maps. In particular, CP maps can produce a classical outcome. Let x and y be these outcomes for A and B respectively. Then, A's map depending on the free choice a and yielding outcome x is M are completely positive trace-preserving (CPTP), because no classical outcome is produced. The probability of observing x and y, given the free variables, is a bilinear function of the corresponding CP maps. Thus, it can be expressed as
where the so called process matrix W A1,A2,B1,B2 is an object in A 1 ⊗ A 2 ⊗ B 1 ⊗ B 2 . The process matrix can be thought of as a backward in time channel (see Figure 2) . Requiring for each choice of the CP maps that the probability Pr(x, y|a, b) is non-negative and sums up to unity, i.e., is unity for any choice of CPTP maps, gives three restrictions on the space of W A1,A2,B1,B2 . 1) Valid process matrices can be written in the form W where d A2 , d B2 is the dimension of A 2 , B 2 . This structure of valid process matrices is preserved when extended to more than two parties.
IV. TRIPARTITE CAUSAL INEQUALITIES
We present two causal inequalities for tripartite games. Both games are depicted in Figure 3 . The inequalities hold under the assumptions of 1) free choice, 2) closed laboratories, and 3) definite causal order. The previously described framework violates these inequalities up to their algebraic maximum. Because each laboratory is opened only once, the sending and receiving process happens during this single opening. This allows us to partially order the parties. Consider the parties K and L who open their laboratories once. Let {k i } I , respectively {ℓ j } J , be the random variables of K, L. If there exists a i ∈ I and a j ∈ J, such that k i ℓ j , then we write K L. Alternatively, if there exists a i ′ ∈ I and a j ′ ∈ J, such that k i ′ ℓ j ′ , then we write K L. There exists no pairs i, j and i ′ , j ′ , such that k i ℓ j and k i ′ ℓ j ′ , as this would require a laboratory to open more than once.
Let the parties A, B, and C have the respective random variables {a, x, m}, {b, y, m}, and {c, z, m}, where a, b, c, and m are free and uniformly distributed. All random variables except m are bits. The shared variable m can take three values in the first game, and six values in the second game.
A. All-to-one signaling
In this game (see Figure 3a) , a random party is selected to receive the parity of the other parties' input. The winning probability, subject to maximization, is
where the symbol ⊕ denotes sum modulo 2. Under the described assumptions, the winning probability cannot reach unity. We calculate the bound under the assumption of a convexdefinite causal order. Unless B A and C A, the probability Pr(x = b ⊕ c|m = 1) is one-half, i.e., party A can only randomly guess the parity. For the probability conditioned by m = 2 to be different from one-half, we require A B and C B. In the third case, m = 3, the parties have to be ordered by A C and B C to get a different value from one-half. The requirements on the causal order in each case, m = 1, 2, 3, mutually contradict. Thus, by fulfilling one requirement, the other two probability expressions are forced to be one-half. This gives the upper bound
Using the adaptive definition for definite causal order, we get the following bound. Without loss of generalization assume A is in the causal past of B and C, i.e., A B and A C. Then, A can arbitrarily choose between the orderings B C and B C. If m = 2, A chooses B C. Together with the assumption A C, the requirements are fulfilled for the expression Pr(y = a ⊕ c|m = 2) to reach unity. If m = 3, A chooses the order B C, allowing Pr(z = a ⊕ b|m = 3) to reach unity. Only in the last case m = 1, the value of the probability Pr(x = b⊕c|m = 1) is one-half, as we assumed A is first. This gives the bound
B. Selective signaling between any two parties
In the second game (see Figure 3b ), a random sender and a random receiver are selected. The game is won if the sender can perfectly send its bit to the receiver. The game winning probability is We start by showing the upper bound in a scenario with a convex-definite causal order. The case m = 1 needs A B for the probability to be different from one-half, whereas m = 3 requires A B, leading to a contradiction. Furthermore, the case m = 2 contradicts with the case m = 5, and the case m = 4 contradicts with the case m = 6. Thus, allowing one probability expression to be different from one-half forces another probability expression to be one-half. This gives the bound
Using an adaptive-definite causal order, we again assume without loss of generality that A is first. Then, the bound is
as all probability terms are unity, except when A has to guess another party's bit, i.e., for m = 3 and m = 5.
V. MAXIMALLY VIOLATING THE INEQUALITIES
In the following, we present the process matrix and the strategies to maximally violate both inequalities.
A. Process matrix
Denote by A 1 , B 1 , and C 1 the input Hilbert spaces of the parties A, B, and C, respectively. The output Hilbert spaces are A 2 , B 2 , and C 2 . These Hilbert spaces are two-dimensional. Let
where σ x , σ y , and σ z are the Pauli matrices. This process matrix
can be used to win the both games perfectly. In the following, we will use shorthand W to denote W A1,A2,B1,B2,C1,C2 . First, let us verify that this process matrix is valid . In o 1 , B 
B. Local strategies
The CP maps used to win the games, describe a measurement of the system on the input Hilbert space followed by a construction of the system on the output Hilbert space. Using the CJ representation, each map used in the strategies can be written as
where H 1 and H 2 describe the corresponding input/output Hilbert space, and α ∈ {x, y, z} is the measurement direction. The measurement outcome is assigned to i. The outgoing system encodes k in z direction. 
1) Perfectly win all-to-one signaling game:
The CP maps in the CJ representation to win the all-to-one signaling game are presented in Table 1 .
For m = 1, the probability distribution of the joint outcomes, given the free variables, is Thus, the all-to-one game is won with certainty 1 3 2) Perfectly win selective signaling between any two parties game: To win the second game, the parties A, B, and C apply the maps according to Table 2 .
We calculate the winning probabilities. For m = 1, the probability that A can signal to B is Pr(y = a|m = 1). This quantity is derived from the joint probability of the outcomes Pr(x, y, z|a, b, c, m = 1) which is
The probability Pr(y = a|m = 1) thus is VI. CONCLUSION AND OPEN QUESTIONS We presented two games for three parties, that, under the assumption of definite causal order, cannot be won perfectly. Both games ask for signaling correlations which cannot be fulfilled simultaneously. Then, by dropping the assumption of definite causal order, we show that both games can be won with certainty. For that purpose we use a recent framework for quantum correlations with no causal order [3] . The correlations arising in the framework depend on local strategies and a resource called process matrix. We explicitly present the local strategies and the process matrix to perfectly win both games. These deterministic correlations remind us of the result of Greenberger, Horne, and Zeilinger (GHZ) [6] , [7] , where they achieve deterministic binary non-local correlations, whereas in the bipartite case, only non-deterministic binary non-local correlations are possible. The GHZ result is insofar interesting, as the correlations are deterministic. Variants of the GHZ result are Mermin's magic square [19] and pseudo-telepathy [20] , [21] . Furthermore, this idea of indefinite causal order was applied to quantum computation [22] , [23] .
It would be very interesting to get a better understanding of the relationship between non-locality and indefinite causal order, and, in particular, to find a mapping from non-local games to non-causal games. This would allow us to apply theorems from the more developed field of non-locality to the area of indefinite causal order. Another question is whether such correlations appear in nature at all.
